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Activity

Form groups

If you’re sitting with a group of colleague, please split up

Create even sized groups across tables

1 minute



Activity

Introduce yourselves

Think about how you work best in groups

Introduce yourself to your group - your name, what 
work you do and anything else you want to share

5 minutes



Activity

Practice your facilitation

Be aware of your behaviour and reactions

Help everyone in your group to take part and learn

Be kind

Over the next hour



Thoughts and questions



“My greatest strength … is to be 
ignorant and ask a few questions.”

Peter Drucker, Management Consultant, 1909-2005



Starting with the right questions



Good inception is an essential part 
of all the work we do



What are we all here to do?



Because we don’t have long



“Constant and frequent questioning 
is the first key to wisdom … By 
doubting we are led to examine, and 
by examining we perceive the truth.”
Peter Abelard, Theologian, 1079-1142



So we need good questions



“I would rather have questions that 
can't be answered than answers that 
can't be questioned.”

(not Richard Feynman)



And we need a structured way to 
ask the questions



We have two sets questions and 
workshop formats

● for creating a roadmap
● to kick-off a discovery



Thoughts and questions



Creating a roadmap



A roadmap sets out the direction for 
a product or service and outlines how 
we’ll achieve our objectives



Roadmaps need to

● Set clear, realistic goals
● Be related to outcomes
● Be adaptable
● Cover the complete service



Thoughts and questions



Activity

Choose a concept to try out

Imagine you are a city or regional council

Review the 4 concepts (individual)

Choose one to try out in your city (table)

10 minutes



Questions for creating a roadmap



About the project

What are our goals and outcomes?
What are we assuming?
What are we trying to learn or prove?



About the service

Who are the users?
What are we operating?
What capabilities do we need?



About the context

Who are our stakeholders?
What are our dependencies?
What do we need to communicate?



Questions we’ll use today

What are our goals and outcomes?
What are we trying to learn or prove?
Who are the users?
What are we operating?



Running a roadmapping workshop



Prioritising 
with Now, Next 
and Later



Thoughts and questions



Activity

Create a roadmap for your trial

Choose a moderator and a scribe

Work through the questions

Place items into Now, Next and Later

20 minutes



Using the 
roadmap



Good roadmaps

● Have an owner
● Regularly reviewed and updated
● Visible to the team



Activity

Review and share your experience

Review your experience of roadmapping (individual)

Identify top 3 observations or questions (table)

Share, group and discuss (everyone)

10 minutes



Jamie Arnold (and 
Richard Pope)
jamiearnold.com/blog





dxw Playbook

playbook.dxw.com



How to Re-Shape 
Projects (without 
antagonising people)

Kate Tarling

2018.nuxconf.uk



Thoughts and questions



Kicking off a discovery



“Sometimes questions are more 
important than answers.”

Nancy Willard, Writer, 1936-2017



“There are no right answers to 
wrong questions.”

Ursula K Le Guin, Writer, 1929-2018



We started trying different questions 
to kickoff discoveries



Ben Holliday
hollidazed.co.uk/blog



Questions to frame a problem

Why are we doing this work?

Who are our users?

What outcome will users get from this service?

What outcome are we looking for?

What are our key metrics?



Questions to frame a problem

Why are we doing this work?

Who are our users?

What outcome will users get from this service?

What outcome are we looking for?

What are our key metrics?

(What other work does this relate to?)



Will Myddelton
myddelton.co.uk/blog



Categories for a discovery inception workshop

Goals (things we wanted to achieve)

Reckons (things we thought we already knew)

Stuff to find out (things we wished we knew)

Rabbit holes (things that would lead to lots of wasted time)

Scope (things we’d do, things we wouldn’t do)

This is not (things that seemed related but weren’t part of this)

Icebox for alpha (ideas for later)



Our questions to kick-off a discovery
Why are we doing this work?
Who are the users?
What organisations and stakeholders are involved?
What outcomes will users get?
What outcomes are we looking for?
What do we need to learn or prove?
What do we need to communicate?
What other work relates to this?
What difficulties might we expect?
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John Waterworth

dxw.com/blog



dxw Playbook

playbook.dxw.com



Thoughts and questions



Starting with the right questions



“The best scientists and explorers 
have the attributes of kids ... ‘Who, 
what, where, why, when and how!’ … 
They never stop asking questions ...”
Sylvia Earle, Marine Biologist, 1935-



Thoughts and questions



Thanks!

dxw.com
@dxw


